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irrigation, good enough to live by : each supported a squat
toadlike tukul kraaled with a thorn fence or stone and
speckled around with grazing goats and cattle. On the
checkered table, green for wheat and millet and brown
for pasture, were the smaller tukuls of the freemen
peasants owing allegiance to their chief. For their land,
they paid war service and a small due yearly. They
were all of his family, or freed slaves of his fathers.
To show their freedom, they did not live in the shadow
of the big tukul, but scattered all over the amba. We
flew over Northern Shoa into Wollo, of which Dessye is
the capital.
The provinces are divided by a sheer fantastic gorge,
streaked with another stream Mofer Wuhu making for the
Nile. Each flat mountain-top was ringed with cactus
euphorbia or wild lemon, to prevent the cattle from falling
a sacrifice to the gods of the cliff who specially protected
the Ethiopian fastness. I could see no paths leading
down the cliffs, and if there were a passage between
mountains it was along some fearful razor edge daunting
even the mules of Abyssinia. One after the other there
passed under our breathless little machine the massive
mountain baronies to which contact with the outer world
was tmthought of.
This was the dry season. In the rains the gorges roared
full and great banks of cloud shifted from place to place
like incalculable flabby amoebas under the microscope.
The natural baron sat in his natural castle, eschewing his
neighbour and gloating over his crops.
My impression of Ethiopia until I flew over it was
of an undivided mountain plateau shelving suddenly
into the Danakil plain. But the Galla who invaded this
region four centuries ago found land to live upon between
their own dry Kenya uplands and the plateau of the
ambas which they could not conquer. An hour later
we were over a green rolling weald whence a river
flowed not west, but east. " Galla/5 said the pilot, and
eastward could be seen mountain and plain alternating,
but the mountains smooth and forest-covered. A green
world between the Amharic fastnesses and the sandy wastes
of Danakil.
We climbed down again to cross a wooded neck between

